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Starting from the same nonfoundationalist premises, Rosenblatt avoids the extreme relativism of postmodern theories
derived mainly from Continental sources. A deep understanding of the pragmatism of Dewey, James, and Peirce and of
key issues in the social sciences is the basis for a view of language and the reading process that recognizes the
potentialities for alternative interpretations and at the same time provides a rationale for the responsible reading of texts.
The book has been praised for its lucid explanation of the multidimensional character of the reading process - evoking,
interpreting, and evaluating the work. The nonliterary (efferent) and the literary (aesthetic) are shown not to be opposites
but to represent a continuum of reading behaviors. The author amply illustrates her theoretical points with interpretations
of varied texts. The epilogue carries further her critique of rival contemporary theories.
From performance history to the essentials of practice and memorisation, from performance anxiety to the art of listening
and criticism, this accessible guide for students, teachers and performers at all levels unravels the complexities of
musical performance, focusing on key aspects of learning, playing and responding to music.
Since the emergence of rock'n'roll in the early 1950s, there have been a number of live musical performances that were
not only memorable in themselves, but became hugely influential in the way they shaped the subsequent trajectory and
development of popular music. Each, in its own way, introduced new styles, confronted existing practices, shifted
accepted definitions, and provided templates for others to follow. Performance and Popular Music explores these
processes by focusing on some of the specific occasions when such transformations occurred. An international array of
scholars reveal that it is through the (often disruptive) dynamics of performance - and the interaction between performer
and audience - that patterns of musical change and innovation can best be recognised. Through multi-disciplinary
analyses which consider the history, place and time of each event, the performances are located within their social and
professional contexts, and their immediate and long-term musical consequences considered. From the Beatles and Bob
Dylan to Michael Jackson and Madonna, from Woodstock and Monterey to Altamont and Live Aid, this book provides an
indispensable assessment of the importance of live performance in the practice of popular music, and an essential guide
to some of the key moments in its history.
This comprehensive guide, from the author of Acting in Musical Theatre, will equip aspiring directors with all of the skills
that they will need in order to guide a production from beginning to end. From the very first conception and collaborations
with crew and cast, through rehearsals and technical production all the way to the final performance, Joe Deer covers the
full range. Deer’s accessible and compellingly practical approach uses proven, repeatable methods for addressing all
aspects of a production. The focus at every stage is on working with others, using insights from experienced, successful
directors to tackle common problems and devise solutions. Each section uses the same structure, to stimulate creative
thinking: Timetables: detailed instructions on what to do and when, to provide a flexible organization template Prompts
and Investigations: addressing conceptual questions about style, characterization and design Skills Workshops:
Exercises and ‘how-to’ guides to essential skills Essential Forms and Formats: Including staging notation, script
annotation and rehearsal checklists Case Studies: Well-known productions show how to apply each chapter’s ideas
Directing in Musical Theatre not only provides all of the essential skills, but explains when and how to put them to use;
how to think like a director.
Alexandra Pierce singles out elements of music such as melody, meter, and phrase, and investigates the defining quality
of each through movement. Although simple, these exercises engage the listening attention in complex ways and can be
integrated into a musician's daily practice. Practicing movements that accurately reflect a musical element can improve
technique and are audible in performance. They become part of your technical command. Short narratives that illustrate
how performance practice problems can be approached and solved are scattered throughout the book. A video
companion to Deepening Musical Performance through Movement can be found at the author's website,
alexandrapierce.net/deepening.
Acting in Musical Theatre remains the only complete course in approaching a role in a musical. It covers fundamental
skills for novice actors, practical insights for professionals, and even tips to help veteran musical performers refine their
craft. Educators will find the clear structure ideal for use with multiple courses and programs. Updates in this expanded
and revised third edition include: A comprehensive revision of the book’s companion website into a fully online
"Resource Guide" that includes abundant teaching materials and syllabi for a range of short- and long-form courses,
PowerPoint slide decks and printable handouts for every chapter. Updated examples, illustrations, and exercises from
more recent musical styles and productions such as Hamilton, Waitress, and Dear Evan Hansen. Revision of rehearsal
and performance guidelines to help students and teachers at all levels thrive. Updated and expanded
reading/listening/viewing lists for specific-subject areas, to guide readers through their own studies and enhance the
classroom experience. New notes in the "The Profession" chapters to reflect the latest trends in casting, self-promotion,
and audition practice. Acting in Musical Theatre’s chapters divide into easy-to-reference units, each containing group
and solo exercises, making it the definitive textbook for students and practitioners alike.
In The Musician's Way, veteran performer and educator Gerald Klickstein draws on the latest research and his 30 years
of professional experience to provide aspiring musicians with a roadmap to artistic excellence. Written in a conversational
style, the text articulates landmark strategies that equip readers to advance their musical abilities and succeed as
performing artists.
Muziekhistorisch en musicologisch overzicht van de klassieke solozang vanaf de barok tot heden.
Table of contents
Voice and Speech for Musical Theatre is the first book to combine traditional actor vocal training with musical theatre training,
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offering support and guidance for performers seeking to train their spoken voice specifically for singing and performing in musical
theatre. Performers in musical theatre are working harder than ever. The shifting and extreme nature of the modern musical
theatre repertoire requires performers capable of mastering musicianship, singing and dancing while at the same time providing
convincing and clear performances as actors. Voice and Speech for Musical Theatre will help train musical theatre performers in
the longer modes of voice needed to create convincing and moving performances. Ideal for the triple-threat performer, Voice and
Speech for Musical Theatre features exercises for performers, tips for teachers and online video resources, allowing for a focused
and outcome-oriented training of vocal techniques for musical theatre performers.
Today's musical theatre world rocks. Now that rock 'n' roll music and its offshoots, including pop, hard rock, rap, r&b, funk, folk,
and world-pop music, are the standard language of musical theatre, theatre singers need a source of information on these styles,
their origins, and their performance practices. Rock in the Musical Theatre: A Guide for Singers fills this need. Today's musical
theatre training programs are now including rock music in their coursework and rock songs and musicals in their repertoires. This
is a text for those trainees, courses, and productions. It will also be of great value to working professionals, teachers, music
directors, and coaches less familiar with rock styles, or who want to improve their rock-related skills. The author, an experienced
music director, vocal coach, and university professor, and an acknowledged expert on rock music in the theatre, examines the
many aspects of performing rock music in the theatre and offers practical advice through a combination of aesthetic and
theoretical study, extensive discussions of musical, vocal, and acting techniques, and chronicles of coaching sessions. The book
also includes advice from working actors, casting directors, and music directors who specialize in rock music for the stage.
Recordings of works composed for band and suitable for grades 2-5.
This book discusses all aspects of computing for expressive performance, from the history of CSEMPs to the very latest research,
in addition to discussing the fundamental ideas, and key issues and directions for future research. Topics and features: includes
review questions at the end of each chapter; presents a survey of systems for real-time interactive control of automatic expressive
music performance, including simulated conducting systems; examines two systems in detail, YQX and IMAP, each providing an
example of a very different approach; introduces techniques for synthesizing expressive non-piano performances; addresses the
challenges found in polyphonic music expression, from a statistical modelling point of view; discusses the automated analysis of
musical structure, and the evaluation of CSEMPs; describes the emerging field of embodied expressive musical performance,
devoted to building robots that can expressively perform music with traditional instruments.
An expanded and updated edition of this acclaimed, wide-ranging survey of musical theatre in New York, London, and elsewhere.
Performance Success teaches a set of skills so that a musician can be ready to go out and sing or play at his or her highest level,
working with energies that might otherwise be wasted in unproductive ways. This is a book of skills and exercises, prepared by a
master teacher.
"The book contains thorough analyses of 100 of the most significant works for strings and full orchestra, Grades 1-6. Researched
and compiled by scholarly musicians and teachers around the country, the book gives important information on each musical
selection, including composer and composition information, historical background, technical requirements, stylistic considerations,
musical elements, suggestions for additional listening, and a guide to selected references"--Publisher's website.
A guide to the art of performing live music. It provides musicians with tips on how to make a musical performance more exciting
and rewarding.
Humans are remarkably adept at identifying individuals on the basis of their facial features, or other traits such as gait or vocal
timbre. Besides voice, another auditory medium capable of carrying identity information is music. Indeed, certain famous
musicians, such as John Coltrane or Sonny Rollins, need only to play a few notes to be unequivocally recognized. Along with
emotion and structural cues, artistic individuality seems to be a key element communicated in music performance. Yet, the means
by which individuality is expressed in performance, as well as the cognitive processes employed by listeners to perceive identity
cues, remain poorly elucidated. Other pertinent issues, including the connection between a performer’s technical competence and
ability to convey a specific musical identity, as well as potential links between individuality and career-defining outcomes such as
critical recognition and aesthetic appraisal, warrant further exploration. Quantitative approaches to the study of music performance
have benefited greatly from MIDI technology and the application of computational methods, leading to the flourishing of empirical
music performance research over the last few decades. More recently, neuroimaging techniques have provided valuable insights
into the neural mechanisms involved in the cognitive processes of performing music. Nevertheless, this field continues to benefit
greatly from qualitative approaches, given that the communication of affect and identity cues in music performance leads to a rich
subjectivity of impressions that must be accounted for in order to lead to a greater understanding of this multifaceted phenomenon.
The aim of this Research Topic is to provide a forum for interdisciplinary research broadly related to the expression and perception
of individuality in music performance. Research methodology includes behavioral, psychophysiological, and neuroimaging
techniques. Both quantitative and qualitative approaches are presented The scope of this Research Topic includes laboratory
studies as well as studies in real-life performance settings and longitudinal studies on performers.
(Meredith Music Resource). Fully explains through musical example, the concept of expressive musicianship as taught by Anton
Horner, William Kincaid and Marcel Tabuteau. This book clearly illustrates how to teach students to play or sing with expression,
musicianship and style and will help to make your performances "come alive".
Revised and expanded, A Performer’s Guide to Seventeenth Century Music is a comprehensive reference guide for students and
professional musicians. The book contains useful material on vocal and choral music and style; instrumentation; performance
practice; ornamentation, tuning, temperament; meter and tempo; basso continuo; dance; theatrical production; and much more.
The volume includes new chapters on the violin, the violoncello and violone, and the trombone—as well as updated and expanded
reference materials, internet resources, and other newly available material. This highly accessible handbook will prove a welcome
reference for any musician or singer interested in historically informed performance.
Musical Theatre Song is a handbook for musical theatre performers, providing them with the wide-ranging skill set they need for
success in today's competitive musical theatre environment. Breaking down the process into knowing how to select your song
material based upon your individuality and how to prepare and perform it in a manner that best highlights your attributes, Stephen
Purdy provides a succinct and personalized trajectory toward presentation, taking the reader through a series of challenges that is
designed to evoke original, personal and vibrant song performances. Written by renowned Broadway and West End vocal and
audition coach Stephen Purdy, Musical Theatre Song is a must-have guide for all performers who are looking to succeed in the
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musical theatre industry.
This radical new evaluation of music making in the past and future will be essential reading for students of aesthetics, the
philosophy of music, as well as musicologists and performance specialists.
Examines five great periods -- the Renaissance, Baroque, Classic, Romantic, and Modern -- and discusses every important type
of composition from each era.
Performing Music Research is a comprehensive guide to planning, conducting, analyzing, and communicating research in music
performance. The book examines the approaches and strategies that underpin research in music education, psychology, and
performance science.
3 essays on musical form and performance
A 1999 overview of historical performance, surveying issues and suggesting future developments.
The intricacies and challenges of musical performance have recently attracted the attention of writers and scholars to a greater extent than
ever before. Research into the performer's experience has begun to explore such areas as practice techniques, performance anxiety and
memorisation, as well as many other professional issues. Historical performance practice has been the subject of lively debate way beyond
academic circles, mirroring its high profile in the recording studio and the concert hall. Reflecting the strong ongoing interest in the role of
performers and performance, this History brings together research from leading scholars and historians and, importantly, features
contributions from accomplished performers, whose practical experiences give the volume a unique vitality. Moving the focus away from the
composers and onto the musicians responsible for bringing the music to life, this History presents a fresh, integrated and innovative
perspective on performance history and practice, from the earliest times to today.
Offers performers, teachers, and researchers, new perspectives and practical guidance for enhancing performance and managing the stress
that typically accompanies performance situations. It draws together the findings of pioneering initiatives from across the arts and sciences.
Where does learning begin and how is it sustained and stored in the brain? For musicians, these questions are at the very core of their
creative lives. Cognitive and neuroscience have flung wide the doors of our understanding, but bridging the gap between research data and
music-making requires a unique immersion in both worlds. Lynn Helding presents a symphony of discoveries that illuminate how musicians
can optimize their mental wellbeing and cognitive abilities. She addresses common brain myths, motor learning research and the concept of
deliberate practice, the values of instructional feedback, technology’s role in attention disorders, the challenges of parenting young
musicians, performance anxiety and its solutions, and the emerging importance of music as a social justice issue. More than an exploration of
the brain, The Musician’s Mind is an inspiring call for artists to promote the cultivation of emotion and empathy as cornerstones of a civilized
society. No matter your instrument or level of musical ability, this book will reveal to you a new dynamic appreciation for the mind’s creative
power.
David McGill has assembled an exhaustive study that uses the musical concepts of the legendary Marcel Tabuteau as a starting point from
which to develop musical thought. McGill methodically explains the frequently misunderstood ""Tabuteau number system"" and its
relationship to note grouping-the lifeblood of music. The controversial issue of baroque performance practice is also addressed.
Instrumentalists and vocalists alike will find that many of the ideas presented in this book will help develop their musicianship as well as their
understanding of what makes a performance ""musical.""
This book is an investigation into church music through the lens of performance theory, both as a discipline and as a theoretical framework.
Scholars who address religious music making in general, and Christian church music in particular, use "performance" in a variety of ways,
creating confusion around the term. A systematized performance vocabulary for the study of church music can support interdisciplinary
investigations of Christian congregational music making in today’s complex, interconnected world. From the perspective of performance
theory, all those involved in church musicking are performing, be it from platform or pew. The book employs a hybrid methodology that
combines ethnographic research and theory from ritual studies, ethnomusicology, theology, and church music scholarship to establish
performance studies as a possible "next step" in church music studies. It demonstrates the feasibility of studying church music as
performance by analyzing ethnographic case studies using a developmental framework based on the concepts of ritual, embodiment, and
play/change. This book offers a fresh perspective on Christian congregational music making. It will, therefore, be a key reference work for
scholars working in Congregational Music Studies, Ethnomusicology, Ritual Studies and Performance Studies, as well as practitioners
interested in examining their own church music practices.
In the Course of Performance is the first book in decades to illustrate and explain the practices and processes of musical improvisation.
Improvisation, by its very nature, seems to resist interpretation or elucidation. This difficulty may account for the very few attempts scholars
have made to provide a general guide to this elusive subject. With contributions by seventeen scholars and improvisers, In the Course of
Performance offers a history of research on improvisation and an overview of the different approaches to the topic that can be used, ranging
from cognitive study to detailed musical analysis. Such diverse genres as Italian lyrical singing, modal jazz, Indian classical music, Javanese
gamelan, and African-American girls' singing games are examined. The most comprehensive guide to the understanding of musical
improvisation available, In the Course of Performance will be indispensable to anyone attracted to this fascinating art. Contributors are
Stephen Blum, Sau Y. Chan, Jody Cormack, Valerie Woodring Goertzen, Lawrence Gushee, Eve Harwood, Tullia Magrini, Peter Manuel,
Ingrid Monson, Bruno Nettl, Jeff Pressing, Ali Jihad Racy, Ronald Riddle, Stephen Slawek, Chris Smith, R. Anderson Sutton, and T.
Viswanathan.

Are you a teacher of musical theatre who struggles to plan and construct lessons? Are you looking for a structured
approach to teaching musical theatre to students of all abilities? Do you know your Ivor Novello from your Stephen
Sondheim? Despite being one of the most popular forms of performance study, Musical Theatre is often the most difficult
to teach due to its part-practical and part-academic approach. With few books on the market directly aimed at teachers, it
can be a challenging and daunting task to devise a course of study that takes in the history of the form as well as
considering the wider aspects that come together to make a successful musical. A Teacher's Guide to Musical Theatre
enables teachers to plan and deliver courses in Musical Theatre with confidence and flair. The unique structure of the
chapters guides teachers through key facts and concepts in musical theatre history and offers practical in-class activities
for students. From topics for class discussion and essay assignments to journal entries and portfolios to sample test
questions, this book is full of practical advice from experienced teachers in the field which make it the idea companion for
teachers and instructors on diploma and degree-level courses, as well as those devising courses in part-time performing
arts schools. Devised to provide sufficient engaging and inspirational material for an initial term or semester, the book
establishes the principles of teaching this relatively new subject and encourages teachers to extend much further into the
subject. From The Mikado to Hamilton and everything in between, this book breaks down decades of history into
appropriately sized lessons, designed to give students a rounded survey of the subject and an understanding of how
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musicals work. Offering expert guidance to those with varied fields of expertise and practical experience but limited
teaching experience, this book is the only existing guide to structured and stimulating practice.
Alexandra Pierce helps musicians gain a richer understanding of music through the use of the body and gesture. She
asserts that expression of character and affect in music corresponds to expression of character and affect in physical
gesture. She seeks to answer the question, "What is vitality in music?" and to find answers that contribute to hearing and
performing this core quality of music and that can be integrated into the daily practice of a musician. Pierce's approach is
to isolate and explore through movement such elements of music as melody, beat, and structural levels. Short narratives
that illustrate how performance practice problems can be approached and solved are scattered throughout the book.
"Written, researched, and compiled by choral scholars and educators with a wealth of teaching and conducting
experience, the Teaching Music through Performance in Choir series aids conductors and educators on the quest toward
full musical awareness."--Publisher description.
Musical PerformanceA Guide to UnderstandingCambridge University Press
Suggests techniques for overcoming self-consciousness and improving musical performances, shares a variety of
exercises, and includes advice on improving one's listening skills
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